
Six titles were up for grabs at Sunday's Britannia TTC Closed Championships 
 
It kicked off with the handicap singles and Terry May left a number of players in his wake 
including Andrew Dosher to reach the final against Richard Hutchinson who beat Andy Warner 
in the quarter final, In the final May who started from 14 - 2 up went for it early on with some 
power hitting to lead 20 - 6 giving him 14 game points, however Hutchinson dug in and 
amazingly won 15 points consecutively to win it, in the second set Hutchinson carried on the 
good work and lost just a handful of points to deservidly take the title 2-0, 
 
In the Veteran singles over 60's it was played on a round robin with four players and Andrew 
Holmes won remaining unbeaten from Terry May in second place. 
 
In the woman's singles final Kelly Yuengungpaknam and Rosemary Curtis played a five set 
thriller with Yuengungpaknam holding on to take the fourth set at duece and then run 
away with the final set for her first Britannia ladies singles title. 
 
In the Restricted singles, Nigel Page and Martin Tomes beat Kelly Yuengungpaknam 
and Chris Reeves Croft respectively in the semi finals to make it through and a highly 
entertainlig match saw Page come from 0-2 down and get within a point of taking the 
final set to duece before going down to Tomes in the final. 
 
There were no surprises in the Veteran over 40's singles as the top four seeds came 
through, Andrew Warner and Richard Hutchisnon were too good for Andrew Dosher 
and Andrew Holmes respectively and Hutchisnon showed considerable tactical aplomb 
in not attacking as much as usual but twiddleing the combination bat and mostly 
chopping and blocking with occasional attacking flouries which saw him win in straight 
sets. 
 
It was a case of the same top four seeds getting though to the semi finals of the Men's 
singles and this time Richard Hutchinson and Andrew Warner beat 3-0 the player they 
hadn't played in the semi final of the Veteran singles to get though, the pattern in this 
event was different in that Warner went for his trademark attacking shots more while 
Hutchinson attacked more, this suited Warner and the outcome was for the veiwers a 
more visually stunning match in which the first two ends were tied with Warner coming 
through very closely in games three and four. 
 
 
                                         Scores from the dome 
 
Handicap singles 
 
Final:   Richard Hutchisnon beat Terry May 21/20  21/18 
 
 
Restricted singles 
 



Final:    Martin Tomes beat Nigel Page 7 6 -11 -8 9 
 
 
Womans singles 
 
Final     Kelly Yuengungpaknam beat Rosemary Curtis -4 9 -7 14 2 
 
 
Veteran singles 60+  Winner Andrew Holmes,  Runner up Terry May (round robin) 
 
 
Veteran singles 40+ 
 
Final         Richard Hutchinson beat Andrew Warner 8 8 8 
 
 
Mens's singles 
 
Final         Andrew Warner beat Richard Hutchinson 9 -11 8 12 
 


